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http://www.alz.org/what-is-dementia.asp

What is Dementia?
Dementia is a general term for a decline in mental ability 
severe enough to interfere with daily life.

• Memory loss is an example 

• Alzheimer's is the most common type of dementia



http://www.alz.org/what-is-dementia.asp

Dementia is caused by damage to brain cells. This damage interferes 
with the ability of brain cells to communicate with each other. When 
brain cells cannot communicate normally, thinking, behavior and 
feelings can be affected.

Defining Dementia
Over 5 Million American’s are diagnosed with Alzheimer's Disease



Report from the Lancet Commission on Dementia Prevention and Care



Causes of Hearing Loss

* hearing loss defined as ≥25 dB bilateral

Hearing loss can be caused by any of the following:

• Prolonged exposure to excessively loud noise

• Advancing age

• Genetic factors

• Certain medications

• Trauma or injury to the head

• A single episode of acoustic trauma

• Illness or disease

• A tumor on the acoustic nerve or acoustic neuroma



How Common is Hearing Loss?

Anyone can have hearing loss.  If you 
do, you are not alone, in fact you are 
one of 40 million Americans... 

• Fathers, Mothers
• Husbands, Wives
• Friends, Family
• Children, Grandparents
• Teachers
• Soldiers
• Plumbers, Welders, Janitors
• Cashiers, Servers, Cooks
• Construction Workers
• Doctors, Lawyers, Professors



Demographics of Hearing Loss

• 27% ages 60-69

• 55% ages 70-79

• 79% ages 80+

2001-2008 National Health and Nutritional Examination Surveys 
(NHANES) 

• 1 out of 6 (17%) 
experience hearing loss

• 1 out of 4 (25%) 
US adults who report excellent to good 
hearing already have hearing 
damage/loss

Centers of Disease Control and Prevention Morbidity & Mortality 
Report (2/7/17) Yulia Carroll, MD, PhD
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The Cochlea – where sound is converted to nerve impulses for the Brain

Auditory
Nerve

Organ of CortiCochlea

The auditory nerve contains 
30-40 thousand nerve fibers



The Cochlear Hair Cells

The cochlear hair cells that transmit the 
sound impulses to the nerves via a series of 
chemical releases and electromagnetic 
pulses.

Noise induced hearing loss results from the 
damaging of these fragile structures.

The greater the damage, 
the greater the hearing loss.



• The temporal Lobe houses the primary 
auditory cortex, which then takes all of 
the sensory information from the ears and 
processes sounds into meaningful 
information.

The Brain – where sound is given meaning

• Auditory nerve’s electrical impulses 
follow a pathway to the auditory cortex 
in the temporal lobe of the brain.



1. Cognitive abilities declined 30-40% faster if you have hearing loss

2. Dementia is two times more likely with “mild” hearing loss, three times when 
“moderate”, and five times when “severe” 

3. The size and function of the brain’s grey matter diminishes with hearing loss 
and this loss of brain power is permanent and irreversible

4. Even mild hearing loss results in functional reorganization of the brain; the 
frontal cortex is readapted for auditory processing

5. Regular users of hearing devices exhibit no difference in cognitive decline 
rates (a 25 year baseline study)! 

The Hearing Loss - Brain Connection: Overview of Research Findings  
These are the five main research findings that we will be presenting today…



1. Cognitive abilities declined 30-40% faster if you have hearing loss
Dr. Frank Lin

(John Hopkins)

• Studied ~2000 adults mean age 77 years 

• Study began in 1997/98. 

• Participants started w/ no cognitive 
impairment measured by Modified Mini-
Mental State Examination [3MS] (score >80) 

• Participants underwent audiometric testing 
in year 5.

• 3MS Cognitive testing was performed in 
years 5, 8, 10, and 11.  

2013, American Medical Association

THE STUDY



Dr. Frank Lin
(John Hopkins)

• Greater hearing loss  requires greater 
cognitive resources for auditory 
perceptual processing

• This is to the detriment of other 
cognitive processes such as working 
memory. 

1. Cognitive abilities declined 30-40% faster if you have hearing loss

Cognitive Scores drop more rapidly 
with age if you have hearing loss

THE FINDINGS



2. Dementia is two times more likely with “mild” hearing loss, 
three times when “moderate”, and five times when “severe” 

Dr. Frank Lin
(John Hopkins)

• Study completed in 2011

• 640 individuals (ages 36-90)

• Underwent audiometric testing

• Were dementia free in 1990 to 1994. 

• Results were adjusted for age, sex, race, 
education, diabetes mellitus, smoking, and 
hypertension.

2011, American Medical Association

THE STUDY



Dr. Frank Lin
(John Hopkins)

“Hearing loss is independently associated with incident all-cause dementia.“

• Over 12 years, 58 cases of incident dementia diagnosed; 37 cases were Alzheimer Disease

• Risk of dementia increased with the severity of hearing loss 

• Compared with normal hearing, the hazard ratio for incident dementia was
• 1.9 for mild hearing loss
• 3.0 for moderate hearing loss
• 4.9 for severe hearing loss 

• Risk Alzheimer Disease showed increased with baseline hearing

2. Dementia is two times more likely with “mild” hearing loss, 
three times when “moderate”, and five times when “severe” 

THE FINDINGS



3. The size and function of the brain’s grey matter diminishes 
and this loss of brain power is permanent and irreversible

Dr. Frank Lin
(John Hopkins)

• Analyzed brain volume measurements 
from magnetic resonance brain scans

• Measured the rate of brain mass loss in 
various regions of the brain

• Compared the rates of normal hearing 
individuals (n=75) to the hearing impaired 
individuals (n=51).

2014, Journal of Neuroimaging

THE STUDY



Dr. Frank Lin
(John Hopkins)

“These findings demonstrate that 
hearing impairment is independently 
associated with accelerated brain 
atrophy in the whole brain and in 
regions concentrated in the right 
temporal lobe.”

• Hearing impaired individuals had 
accelerated volume declines 
compared to normal hearing 
individuals

3. The size and function of the brain’s grey matter diminishes 
and this loss of brain power is permanent and irreversible

THE FINDINGSDifference Maps

Blue areas 
are regions 

of rapid 
volume loss

Each image is a 
slice of brain



4. Even mild hearing loss functionally reorganizes of the brain; 
the frontal cortex is readapted for auditory processing

Dr. Julia Campbell
Dr. Anu Sharma

(UC Boulder)

• Conducted electroencephalography 
(EEG) on ~20 adult listeners with hearing 
loss (ages 40-70)

• Evaluated and examined localized 
obligatory and passively-elicited 
components of the cortical auditory 
evoked potential (CAEP)

2013, 2014, Frontiers in System Neuroscience 

THE STUDY



• In individuals with hearing loss, temporal cortical regions 
were deactivated and frontal cortical regions (typically 
associated with cognitive processing) were activated in 
response to passive auditory stimulus (did not require the 
participant’s attention) 

• Cortical reallocation indicates an increased cognitive load 
that is usually associated with higher-order processing, but is 
now lower-level passive audio processing  

--> result in degraded cognitive outcomes

Dr. Julia Campbell
Dr. Anu Sharma

(UC Boluder)

2013, 2014, Frontiers in System Neuroscience 

NOTE: New results indicate that introducing hearing devices to individuals with hearing loss can begin reversing 
cortical reallocation within as few as 30-60 days! 

4. Even mild hearing loss functionally reorganizes of the brain; 
the frontal cortex is readapted for auditory processing

THE FINDINGS

this compensatory 
processing may begin 
at early stages of the 
onset of hearing loss



Dr. Wingfield and his colleagues determined that “although compensation of 
hearing loss by other areas of the brain can often result in successful 
comprehension, it is not without real negative consequences for further brain 
functions, such as remembering what we have heard and sustaining higher 
reasoning.” 

As summarized by Brandeis University Professor of 
Neuroscience, Dr. Arthur Wingfield: 

“Even if you have just a mild hearing loss that is not 
being treated, cognitive load increases significantly. 
You need to put in so much effort just to perceive and 
understand what is being said that you divert neural 
resources away from storing what you have heard into 
your memory.” 

“Worse of all is, if left untreated, your brain actually 
habitually recruits your frontal lobe to process hearing 
(even passively) and this is what accelerates dementia.”

Dr. Arthur Wingfield
(Brandeis University)



AND NOW SOME GOOD NEWS



5. Regular users of hearing devices exhibit no difference in 
cognitive decline rates (a 25-year baseline study)! 

Image Credit: Phonak

Dr. Hélène Amieva
(Université Bordeaux) 

• Spent 25 years, examining 
~3700 individuals aged 65 
and older with varying 
degrees of hearing loss  

• Measured cognitive abilities 
using the Mini-Mental State 
Examination (3MS).”

THE STUDY



“Elderly adults with hearing loss who are regular users of 
hearing aids have normal rates of cognitive decline, 
identical to individuals with no hearing loss.” 

Dr. Hélène Amieva
(Université Bordeaux) • Hearing loss is associated with accelerated cognitive decline in older adults 

(independent of sex, occupation, or education) 

• Regular use of hearing aids attenuates such cognitive decline, which had 
never been reported.” 

• “Taken together, these results underline the importance of addressing the 
problem of under-diagnosis and under-treatment of hearing loss in elderly 
adults.” 

2015, Journal of Geriatric Society 

5. Regular users of hearing devices exhibit no difference in 
cognitive decline rates (a 25-year baseline study)! 

THE FINDINGS



Increased Cognitive Risks
Annual brain shrinkage

Brain reorganization/Recruitment of frontal lobe 
Decline in cognitive abilities

Memory impairment
Dementia

Summarizing the Risks of Untreated Hearing Loss

Quality of Life Outcomes
Impaired Communication

Isolation
Depression

Decline in personal relationships
Anxiety

Risk of Fall





• Remember… many people are not aware of their hearing 
loss, and/or often are in denial of having a loss.

• Even mild hearing loss results in brain mass loss and 
recruitment of the frontal lobe to process sounds, even 
passively -> a path to increased risk of dementia...  

• 27% for those between ages 60-69 
• 55% for people ages 70-79

• 79% for people ages 80 and older.



Thank you
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Hearing loss is often considered an “ear problem”. However, we truly hear with our brains.  

How we hear with our brain
recognize and differentiate sounds, especially speech
separate relevant information from competing noise



Hearing loss is often considered an “ear problem”. However, we truly hear with our brains.  

How we hear with our brain
recognize and differentiate sounds, especially speech
separate relevant information from competing noise



“Preventative mitigation of hearing loss 
and proper treatment of post-loss 
hearing care can help prevent 
dementia in the aging population.” 
– Lancet Commission on Dementia and 
Prevention and Care

We	got	this!
“Elderly adults with hearing loss who are 
regular users of hearing aids have 
normal rates of cognitive decline, 
identical to individuals with no hearing 
loss.” - Dr. Hélène Amieva

Improving Lives… That’s What We Do



Report from the Lancet Commission on Dementia Prevention and Care

“Hearing Loss is not a inconsequential 
part of aging. The hazard ratio for 
dementia increases with increasing 
levels of untreated hearing loss.” 
– Dr. Frank Lin, John Hopkins University

“Preventative mitigation of hearing loss 
and proper treatment of post-loss 
hearing care can help prevent 
dementia in the aging population.” 
– Lancet Commission on Dementia and 
Prevention and Care



Dr. Frank Lin’s Model of Hearing Loss and Cognitive Decline

Common Etiology and Risk Factors
aging, diabetes, hypertension, 

microvascular disease, reduced mobility

Life Habit Risk Factors
diet, exercise, smoking, medication use

Cognitive Decline
Dementia

Cognitive load stress
Memory decline

Brain mass loss and functional modification

Social Isolation, Exhaustion, & Depression

Brain and Social Impact

Before 
Hearing 

Loss Brain 
Research



Dr. Frank Lin’s Model of Hearing Loss and Cognitive Decline

Hearing Impairment
(even mild)

Common Etiology and Risk Factors
aging, diabetes, hypertension, 

microvascular disease, reduced mobility

Life Habit Risk Factors
diet, exercise, smoking, medication use

Cognitive Decline
Dementia

Cognitive load stress
Memory decline

Brain mass loss and functional modification
Recruitment of frontal lobe to process audio

Social Isolation, Exhaustion, & Depression

Brain and Social Impactacceleration	
and	

increased	risk


